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Abstract. It is of utmost importance in a wireless body area network (WBAN) to improve the lifetimes of

devices, while restricting latencies within allowable limits. These two demands are often conflicting, and a

method to ensure fairly good values for these parameters with a view to satisfying the requirements of the

WBAN application would be highly desirable. We consider CSMA/CA option of the medium access in 802.15.6

standard, and propose a sleep mechanism for the devices. An M/G/1 queue with repeated inhomogeneous

vacations model is used for the medium access in a typical WBAN network in hospital environments to see how

the requirements of lifetimes and delays are taken care of. An analytical method for finding the probability

generating function of the contention delay for medium access is developed first using Markovian techniques.

The results obtained are then used in the queueing model. Comparison of theoretical values with simulations

results shows a fairly close match and defines the conditions that affect the interplay of lifetimes and latencies.

Keywords. WBAN; IEEE 802.15.6; latency; sleep schedule; lifetime; M/G/1 queue with inhomogeneous

vacations.

1. Introduction

A collection of medical devices with a coordinator, for

gathering information from the devices and then sending it

to a remote unit for monitoring the health conditions of

patients, constitutes a wirelss body area network (WBAN).

It supports the provision of health care for patients in

hospital or at home by facilitating the diagnosis of diseases,

by providing prompt responses to critical health conditions

and by continuously gathering and disseminating informa-

tion of patients to the health personnel [1].

Medical devices have two important constraints. They

should run for as long as possible with a given battery

capacity. Also, medical devices have strict latency

requirements that are characteristic of applications they are

serving. Some classes of medical applications and their

required data rates and latencies are specified in ISO/IEEE

11073 specification [2]. Most of the medical applications

like determination of blood saturation, blood pressure, heart

rate, temperature, etc. are of low data rate (less than 10

kbps), while applications like EEG, motion sensor, video,

etc. are of higher data rate. The quality of service (QoS)

requirements of these applications, namely reliability,

energy efficiency, and latency [3] that the network should

provide, are influenced to a great extent by the type of

medium access method that is used. Contention-based

schemes such as CSMA/CA are more appropriate for low

data rate since channel resources can be effectively utilized,

whereas polling or scheduled access is suitable for appli-

cations with higher data rate as fair sharing of resources can

be ensured.

In the 802.15.6 standard, medium access is provided

using one of the following three modes. Mode 1 access has

beacons with superframes, Mode 2 access has superframes

without beacons and Mode 3 access has neither frames nor

beacons [4]. There are three categories of medium access

control mechanisms: (i) contention access that uses either

CSMA/CA or S-Aloha; (ii) improvised and unscheduled

access (connectionless, contention-free), which uses

polling/posting and (iii) scheduled access (connection ori-

ented, contention-free), also called 1-periodic or m-periodic

allocations.

Several works on medium access for WBAN have been

reported recently. Analytical work for throughput and delay

limits of IEEE 802.15.6 without considering any specific

MAC schemes is given in [5].

Simulation studies are described in [6], which investigate

the impact of the unique WBAN channel characteristics on

the trade-offs in the packet delivery vs latency vs consumed

energy. However, the study does not address the effec-

tiveness of these access methods in meeting the QoS

requirements like lifetimes or latencies of heterogeneous

traffic.*For correspondence
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Tachtatzis et al [7] give an analytical model for finding

out the device lifetime when IEEE 802.15.6 scheduled

mode is used for medium access. Tachtatzis et al [8] have

used integer programming to find out the lifetime of

applications mentioned in ISO/IEEE 11073 using Type I

scheduled access. In [9], the authors give an analytical

model for finding performance of WBAN network in

CSMA mode in saturation condition. Markovian techniques

have been used in their analysis. Their results showed that

in saturation condition the highest priority nodes occupy the

medium most of the time. The performance of IEEE

802.15.6 in non-saturation condition is studied in [10]. The

average delay is found out.

Motoyama [11] proposes a polling scheme for WBAN

with QoS capability.

A combination of polling and probabilistic contention

is used for random access in [12], which uses energy

harvesting to soften the problems arising from limited

battery capacities of body sensor nodes. The work,

however, does not focus on the performance of the

medium access protocol. In [13], we have investigated

CSMA/CA and polling, and evaluated their effectiveness

for QoS support in WBAN with multipriority traffic.

Analytical models for access delay and lifetime were

developed. Also, we proposed a sleeping schedule for

polling access scheme to extend device lifetime. Our

analysis of priority contention scheme and priority

polling scheme with and without sleeping revealed

superior lifetime performance in polling access with

proposed sleeping mechanism.

This paper is an extension of our work in [13]. Here we

propose a sleeping mechanism for CSMA/CA access.

In order to increase the energy efficiency in CSMA

access, nodes are put to sleep when there are no packets to

be transmitted. But there is a problem with long sleep times

because packet latencies get affected. In this paper we look

into a sleeping mechanism where a node goes into sleep for

a fixed time when there are no packets to be transmitted.

The node then wakes up and checks the state of the transmit

queue. If it is empty, the node continues with its sleep, else,

it begins transmitting packets. Once the packets are trans-

mitted completely, the node again sleeps and the process is

repeated. An M/G/1 queue with repeated inhomogeneous

vacations [14] is used as the queueing model. The analyt-

ical values are then validated using a Castalia simulator on

a typical configuration of medical devices with different

priority data, as found in a hospital setting. The focus of the

work is on the analysis of this network with the proposed

sleeping mechanism and its effect on the lifetimes and

latencies of the devices.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

describes a Markov model for CSMA/CA access based on

802.15.6 standard. Analytical expressions for the mean and

generating function of service times of packets are devel-

oped. The proposed power saving mechanism for the

CSMA/CA access of 802.15.6 is described in section 3.

Section 4 derives analytical expressions for the lifetimes

and latencies of devices in the network using the sleeping

mechanism proposed. Section 5 gives results of the simu-

lations performed and the comparison done with the ana-

lytical results. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. MAC layer service time

The IEEE 802.15.6 standard specifies one-hop star and two-

hop restricted tree topologies. In the one-hop topology,

frames are exchanged between nodes and hub, while in the

two-hop restricted tree, hub and nodes may use a relay node

to exchange frames. In this paper we consider the one-hop

topology. Each node stands for a medical device, which can

be a sensor device that transmits the measured data to the

hub.

The structure of 802.15.6 standard superframe is as

shown in figure 1. The superframe is divided into Exclusive

Access Phase (EAP), Random Access Phase (RAP), Man-

aged Access Phase (MAP) and Contention Access Phase

(CAP). The standard allows setting of access phases other

than RAP1 to zero. A beacon is broadcasted by the hub to

all nodes at the beginning of each superframe. In this paper,

we consider the superframe as comprising EAP1 and RAP1

with all other phases set to zero. The standard allows dif-

ferent options for medium access. As per the standard,

medium access during EAP, RAP and CAP phases is

contention-based (via S-Aloha or CSMA/CA) and during

the Managed phase it is contention-free (via polling or

scheduled access). Since we consider contention-based

medium access option, we set the managed phase to zero.

EAP2, RAP2 and CAP are also set to zero for ease of

analysis. The standard allows eight user priorities (UPs)

with UP0 as the lowest and UP7 as the highest priority.

Each UP is associated with a particular contention window

range. The basic access mode of CSMA/CA (i.e., no RTS-

CTS) is used.

The CSMA/CA access of 802.15.6 standard is as fol-

lows. CWk;min is the minimum contention window size of

node with priority k. CWk;max is the maximum contention

window size of node with priority k. Wk;i is the maximum

window size of the priority-k node at ith backoff stage,

i� 0; mk is the backoff stage for priority-k node such that

2mk ¼ CWk;max. R is the maximum backoff stage possible,

after which the frame is dropped. During the start of a

frame transmission by a node, backoff counter of the

node is set with a value that is randomly chosen from the

contention window [1, CWk;min] depending on the priority

of the node. When the counter value becomes zero, frame

is transmitted. If a collision occurs, the node goes to the

next backoff stage with a new contention window, where

the upper limit of the contention window is chosen as per

the following rule: for ith backoff stage of kth priority

node
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Wk;i ¼

CWk;min; i ¼ 0;

minð2Wk;i�1;CWk;maxÞ; 2� i�mk; i even;

Wk;i�1; 1� i�mk; i odd;

Wk;max;mk\i�R:

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

ð1Þ

During each backoff stage, the medium is sensed and the

counter is decremented if the medium is idle. The counter is

frozen if the medium is busy due to transmission, or if there

is no sufficient time for the current frame transmission to

finish before the end of the current access phase.

2.1 Discrete time Markov chain (DTMC) model

The access probabilities of UPk nodes for k � f0; 1; . . .; 7g
are computed by solving a set of eight DTMCs. The DTMC

for priority k is shown in figure 2. The notations used are

given in table 1.

The DTMC represents the backoff process of UPk node

and has stationary distribution fbk;i;jg. The first index k

shows the priority of the user, while the second index iði ¼
0; . . .;R indicates the backoff stage the process is currently

operating and the last index jðj ¼ 0; . . .;Wk;i) indicates the

backoff counter value. We make the assumption that ini-

tiation of transmission of a packet and its subsequent

completion does not extent over consecutive superframes.

The channel is assumed to be ideal with no frame error

because of forward error correction. Hence d has a value

equal to 1.

Since we consider non-saturation condition, it is possible

that the queue becomes empty after successful transmission

or dropping of a frame. This condition is given by pk;0,
which is the probability that the queue of the node is empty

when a data frame is either successfully transmitted or

dropped.

EAP is accessed by priority-7 frames only, while RAP

can be accessed by frames of all priorities. EAP1 time slots

are included in the Markov chain only for the highest pri-

ority nodes. Nodes with priorities 0,...,6 can access the

medium only during RAP1 time slots.

Hence, probability that the medium remains idle during

any slot in RAP1 is given by
Q7

i¼0ð1� siÞni and in EAP1

by ð1� s7Þn7 . The probability that the medium remains idle

during the backoff countdown of a node with priority k

where k ¼ 0; . . .; 6 is given by

qk ¼
Q7

i¼0ð1� siÞni
ð1� skÞ

: ð2Þ

Similarly, for a UP7 node the corresponding probability

is

q7 ¼
rap1

rap1þ eap1

Q7
i¼0ð1� siÞni
ð1� s7Þ

þ eap1

rap1þ eap1
ð1� s7Þn7�1

ð3Þ

where rap1 is the duration of RAP1 phase and eap1 is the

duration of EAP1 phase.

Pk;idle is the probability that a node is in idle state and the

probability with which such a node in idle state starts a

backoff is given by bk ¼ ð1� pk;0Þqk.
Solving the Markov chain gives the steady-state proba-

bilities for all possible states. They are given by the fol-

lowing equations. For i ¼ 0; . . .;R and j ¼ 0; . . .;Wk;i

bk;i;j ¼
Wk;i � jþ 1
� �

ð1� qkÞi

Wk;iqk
bk;0;0; ð4Þ

bk;i;0 ¼ ð1� qkÞibk;0;0; ð5Þ

bk;0;j ¼
Wk;0 � jþ 1

Wk;0qk
bk;0;0; ð6Þ

Pk;idle ¼
pk;0

1� pk;0
� �

qk
bk;0;0: ð7Þ

The stationary-state probabilities of the Markov chain must

obviously add up to unity:

XR

i¼0

XWk;i

j¼0

bk;i;j þ Pk;idle ¼ 1; ð8Þ

XR

i¼1

XWk;i

j¼1

bk;i;j þ
XR

i¼0

bk;i;0 þ
XWk;0

j¼1

bk;0;j þ Pk;idle ¼ 1: ð9Þ

Using Eqs. (4)–(7) in the normalization equation (9)

gives

1

2qk

XR

i¼1

ðWk;i þ 1Þð1� qkÞi þ
1� ð1� qkÞRþ1

qk
þ

(

Wk;0 þ 1

2qk
þ pk;0
ð1� pk;0Þqk

�

bk;0;0 ¼ 1:

ð10Þ

The channel access probability of a node of priority k is

given by

sk ¼
XR

i¼0

bk;i;0: ð11Þ

Combining (5) and (11), we get

Figure 1. Superframe structure.
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sk ¼ bk;0;0
1� ð1� qkÞRþ1

qk

" #

: ð12Þ

Substituting Eq. (12) in Eq. (10), we get

1

2qk

XR

i¼1

ðWk;i þ 1Þð1� qkÞi þ
1� ð1� qkÞRþ1

qk
þ

(

Wk;0 þ 1

2qk
þ pk;0
ð1� pk;0Þqk

�

sk ¼
1� ð1� qkÞRþ1

qk
:

ð13Þ

K, 1, Wk,1 K, 1, Wk,1 − 1 K, 1, 1

1− qk

qk qk

1− qk

qk

1− qk

K, 1, 0

qkδ(1− πk,0)

qk k,0

1/Wk,1 1/Wk,1 1/Wk,1

1− qkδ

K, 0, Wk,0 K, 0, Wk,0 − 1 K, 0, 1

1− qk

qk qk

1− qk

qk

1− qk

K, 0, 0

qkδ(1− πk,0)

qk k,0

1/Wk,0 1/Wk,0 1/Wk,0

1− qkδ

K, mk, Wk,mk
K, mk, Wk,mk

− 1 K, mk, 1

1− qk

qk qk

1− qk

qk

1− qk

K, mk, 0

qkδ(1− πk,0)

qk k,0

1/Wk,mk
1/Wk,mk 1/Wk,mk

1− qkδ

K, idle

1− βk

βk

K, i, Wk,i K, i, Wk,i − 1 K, i, 1

1− qk

qk qk

1− qk

qk

1− qk

K, i, 0

qkδ(1− πk,0)

qk k,0

1/Wk,i 1/Wk,i 1/Wk,i

1− qkδ

K, R, Wk,mk
K, R, Wk,mk

− 1 K, R, 1

1− qk

qk qk

1− qk

qk

1− qk

K, R, 0

(1− πk,0)

πk,0

1/Wk,mk
1/Wk,mk 1/Wk,mk

Figure 2. Markov chain for UPk [13].

Table 1. Some variables used in Markov model.

Notation Explanation

nk Number of UPk nodes

sk Access probability of UPk

R Maximum retry limit

Wk;i Contention window of UPk, backoff stage i

1� d Packet error rate
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The probability that a queue would be empty after a suc-

cessful data frame transmission or a data frame drop is

given by

pk;0 ¼ 1� kkE½Sk� ð14Þ

where E½Sk� is the average MAC layer frame service time

(mean contention delay) and kk is the arrival rate of packets
at node k. From Eqs. (13) and (14), we obtain 16 equations,

which can then be solved to obtain the 16 unknown vari-

ables sk and pk;0, for k ¼ 0; . . .; 7.

2.2 Mean contention delay of a UPk node

The service time Sk for a data frame is the time elapsed from

the instant the frame is put into service until the successfull

delivery or drop due to the exceeding of the retry limit. It is

the MAC layer contention delay. Its mean value is

E½Sk� ¼ ð1� pk;0ÞE½Sk;1� þ pk;0E½Sk;2� ð15Þ

where Sk;1 and Sk;2 are the conditional service times, con-

ditioned on the queue being non-empty and empty,

respectively.

E½Sk;1� ¼ psE½Sk;S� þ pdE½Sk;D� ð16Þ

where Sk;S and Sk;D are, respectively, the service times of

successfully delivered frame and dropped frame; pd and ps
are, respectively, the probability that a data frame is

dropped due to an exceeding of the retry limit and the

probability that a data frame is successfully delivered: pd ¼
ð1� qkÞRþ1

and ps ¼ 1� pd.

E½Sk;S� ¼ E½Bk;S� þ E½Ck;S� þ Ts ð17Þ

where E½Bk;S� is the mean backoff duration, E½Ck;S� is the

average time wasted in collision and Ts is the successful

transmission time. Average backoff delay depends upon the

number of successive retransmission attempts, the initial

backoff value at each stage and the duration for which the

backoff counter freezes due to the medium being busy. Let

r represent the time duration between successive counter

decrements. Between two successive counter decrements

the channel can be idle or it can be busy due to packet

transmissions. Packet transmission can be successful or can

result in collisions. We are considering the basic access

mechanism and therefore we can assume collision time

Tc � Ts. The average value of r can then be expressed by

the following equation:

E½r� ¼ qk þ ð1� qkÞqkðTs þ 1Þ þ ð1� qkÞ2qkð2Ts þ 1Þ þ � � �

¼ 1þ 1� qk

qk
Ts:

ð18Þ

The average number of counter decrements for the ith

backoff stage is
Wk;i þ 1

2
. The probability that the frame is

successfully transmitted after lth retry is ð1� qkÞlqk. Hence,
the average backoff delay is

E½Bk;S� ¼
XR

l¼0

ð1� qkÞlqk
Xl

i¼0

Wk;i þ 1

2
1þ 1� qk

qk
Ts

� �

:

ð19Þ

Average time wasted by the frame due to its collision in all

the successive retransmission attempts is given by

E½Ck;S� ¼
XR

l¼0

lð1� qkÞlqkTc

¼ ð1� qkÞð1� ð1� qkÞRÞTc:

ð20Þ

The average time till the data frame is dropped is

E½Sk;D� ¼ E½Bk;D� þ E½Ck;D� ð21Þ

where E½Bk;D� is the backoff that has occurred before the

packet is dropped:

E½Bk;D� ¼
XR

i¼0

Wk;i þ 1

2
1þ 1� qk

qk
Ts

� �

: ð22Þ

E½Ck;D� is the total collision time that has occurred before

the packet dropping:

E½Ck;D� ¼ ðRþ 1ÞTc: ð23Þ

The successful transmission time Ts ¼ Tdata þ TSIFS þ
TACK þ 2u and the collision time Tc ¼ Tdata þ TSIFSþ
TDIFS þ u, where u is the propagation delay.

If the data frame arrives when the node is in idle state,

the node enters the zeroth backoff stage in the next CSMA

slot. The residual time of the data frame in the idle slot will

be at most the duration of a CSMA slot. Hence

E½Sk;2� � E½Sk;1�. Substituting Eqs. (17) and (21) in Eq. (16)

we get the mean MAC layer service time of a frame.

2.3 Probability generating function of contention

delay

The probability generating function (pgf) of the service

time of a packet, neglecting the residual slot time a packet

sees on entering an idle queue, is given by

GSkðzÞ ¼ psGSk;SðzÞ þ pdGSk;DðzÞ: ð24Þ

GSk;SðzÞ and GSk;DðzÞ are, respectively, the pgf of service

time of a successfully delivered frame and that of a dropped

frame.
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Let Bk be the total backoff time of a frame before it is

successfully delivered or dropped, Nc;k be the number of

successive collisions that the frame has experienced, Tc the

time wasted in each collision and Ts the transmission time.

The pgf of service time of a frame when successfully

transmitted is given by

GSk;SðzÞ :¼ E½zBkþNc;kTcþTs �: ð25Þ

Conditioning on Nc;k:

GSk;SðzÞ ¼ zTsE½E½zBkþNc;kTc=Nc;k��

¼ zTs
XR

l¼0

zlTcE½zBk=Nc;k ¼ l�PðNc;k ¼ lÞ:
ð26Þ

Let GBk;l
:= E½zBk=Nc;k ¼ l� be the pgf of backoff time with l

successive collisions. Let Di represent the backoff time

during the ith backoff stage. The conditional backoff time is

Bk=ðNc;k ¼ lÞ ¼ D0 þ D1 þ � � � þ Dl:

Since D0; . . .;Dl are independent random variables, we have

GBk;l
¼ GD0

ðzÞGD1
ðzÞ:::GDl

ðzÞ: ð27Þ

Let the backoff time at ith stage be the sum of intervals of Xi

successive backoff counter decrements. The conditional

backoff time for the ith stage is

Di=ðXi ¼ mÞ ¼ r1;i þ r2;i þ � � � rm;i ð28Þ

r1;i , r2;i; . . .; rm;i are iid random variables and are inde-

pendent of the number of counter decrements m for backoff

stage i. Hence

GDi
ðzÞ ¼ GXi

ðGrðzÞÞ ð29Þ

where GXi
ðzÞ is the pgf of the number of counter decre-

ments Xi for backoff stage i.

Since the initial value of backoff counter at backoff stage

i is uniformly distributed in 1;Wk;i

� �
,

GXi
ðzÞ ¼ 1

Wk;i

XWk;i

j¼1

z j ¼ z

Wk;i

ð1� zWk;iÞ

ð1� zÞ : ð30Þ

The time interval between two successive counter decre-

ments has the pgf given by

GrðzÞ ¼ zqk þ z1þTsqkð1� qkÞ þ � � � ¼ zqk

1� ð1� qkÞzTs
;

ð31Þ

GDiðzÞ ¼
GrðzÞ � ðGrðzÞÞWk;iþ1

ð1� GrðzÞÞWk;i
: ð32Þ

From Eqs. (27) and (32)

GBk;l
ðzÞ ¼

Yl

j¼0

GrðzÞ � ðGrðzÞÞWk;jþ1

ð1� GrðzÞÞWk;j
: ð33Þ

From Eqs. (26) and (33) the pgf of service time for a

successfully transmitted data frame is given by

GSk;SðzÞ ¼ zTs
XR

l¼0

zlTc
Yl

j¼0

GrðzÞ � ðGrðzÞÞWk;jþ1

ð1� GrðzÞÞWk;j
ð1� qkÞlqk:

ð34Þ

Similarly, the pgf of the service time of a dropped packet is

GSk;DðzÞ ¼ zðRþ1ÞTc
YR

i¼0

GrðzÞ � ðGrðzÞÞWk;iþ1

ð1� GrðzÞÞWk;i
: ð35Þ

Substituting eqs. (34) and (35) in Eq. (24), we get the pgf of

MAC layer service time of a frame. From the pgf, we

obtain the mean and second moment as follows:

E½Sk� ¼
o

oz
GSkðzÞjz¼1;E½S2k � ¼

o2

oz2
GSkðzÞjz¼1 þ

o

oz
GSkðzÞjz¼1:

3. CSMA/CA with sleep mechanism

To improve the energy efficiency and hence the device

lifetime, the nodes can be made to sleep when there are no

packets to be transmitted. However, the packet latency will

increase if the node does not wake up promptly on the

arrival of a packet to the empty queue. We consider a

sleeping mechanism similar to the power saving mecha-

nism of IEEE 802.16e [14]. A node goes to sleep when the

queue becomes empty. After a fixed time, the node wakes

up and checks if the queue is still empty. If so, it goes again

to sleep; else, it begins transmitting packets until the queue

becomes empty. This process is then repeated. This sleep-

ing mechanism is followed by nodes of all priorities during

the RAP and by nodes of UP7 in both EAP and RAP.

However, since nodes of UPk; k ¼ 0; . . .; 6, cannot be

transmited during EAP, they can be made to sleep for the

entire EAP. A superframe with the sleeping periods is

shown in figure 3, in which the checking of queue for

packets and sleeping for a fixed duration is shown as TW .

The sleep time Teap is not applicable for priority 7 nodes.

Figure 3. Superframe structure with sleep.
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TW periods start from the beginning of the superframe itself

for priority 7 nodes.

Each such period of duration TW is made up of two parts

(see figure 4). The first part represents the period during

which the node wakes up and checks whether there are any

packets in the buffer. If it does not find any packet in the

buffer, the node goes to sleep immediately. The second part

represents the sleep duration. On the other hand, if a packet

is present in the buffer, the node enters a busy period. The

node goes into backoff and when conditions become con-

ducive the node transmits.

For the sake of analysis, we consider the transmission of

packets as occurring in two phases. The first phase occurs

when the node finds for the first time in a superframe that the

buffer has at least one packet to be transmitted. The begin-

ning of the first phase can occur at the end of EAP period or

during the beginning of one of the TW periods that follow

EAP (as shown in figure 3) for nodes with priorities 0–6. In

the case of priority 7 nodes, the first phase can begin at the end

of first TW period in a superframe or during the beginning of

one of the subsequent TW periods. The busy period represents

the time during which it transmits packets collected in its

buffer and the packets that arrive during the transmission of

the packets stored in the buffer. The end of a busy period is the

time at which the transmit buffer becomes empty. The

sleeping of node, characterized by the TW periods, then

resume. The second phase begins when the node sees again a

non-empty buffer on waking up at the beginning of a TW
period. The node transmits packets as in the first phase till the

buffer becomes empty. This process is repeated until either

enough time is not available in the current superframe period

to transmit the packets accumulated in the buffer or the end of

the superframe has reached. There can be multiple busy

periodsTb2 during the second phase of transmission.Tcritical is

the fixed duration of time in a superframe where no trans-

mission is possible. This time takes into account the guard

time and some extra precautionary time. We make the

assumption that once a busy period starts, its completion

should occur within the same superframe. Busy periods

therefore should not cross into the critical period nor span

successive superframes. This requirement can result in situ-

ationswhere packetsmay be present in the buffer but the node

is unable to transmit. Or there can be situations where during

the current superframe theremay be nomore packets arriving

after the last busy period. We define such time intervals by

Trem. Trem is therefore the time left in the current superframe

period apart from Tcritical, during which time the node does

not transmit and therefore can sleep. The value of Trem is

variable and is determined by the arrival rate and the con-

gestion in the medium. Packets arriving during Trem and

Tcritical periods are transmitted in the next superframe.

The superframe duration is assumed to be long enough

for a node to transmit packets accrued from the Trem and

Tcritical periods of the previous superframe and the packets

arriving in the EAP period of the current superframe. If this

were not the case, we would have packets piling up in the

buffer over successive superframes.

4. Lifetime and latency analysis

We use an M/G/1 queue with repeated inhomogeneous

server vacations [14] to model a node, in which the sleep

durations of the node correspond to the vacations of the

server. As mentioned earlier, in the first phase of trans-

mission, the first sleep period, which comprises Trem and

Tcritical of the previous superframe and Teap of the current

superframe for nodes with priority 0–6, is different from the

subsequent sleep durations, and hence we have inhomo-

geneous vacations. This is also the case with priority-7

nodes, where the first sleep period is composed of Trem and

Tcritical of the previous superframe, and the first TW of the

current superframe. In order to facilitate the analysis, we

ignore the state transitions and beacon reception time at the

beginning of each superframe. It is also to be noted that the

first sleep period is defined as the time for which a node

sleeps after the last busy period and the first time the node

wakes up to look for packets in the buffer.

A superframe Tsf is made up of a sequence of subcycles

T1; T2; T3; :::; TN . A typical subcycle has the representation

shown in figure 5. During the beginning of periods TW1,

TW2; ::: the node checks whether there are packets to be

transmitted and goes to sleep if it does not find any. When

the node finds packets at the beginning of ðV þ 1Þth TW
period in figure 5, it wakes up in Twake�up period. Packets

are transmitted during the busy period Tb1–Tb2. T1 is the

first subcycle, also called the primary subcycle, while T2,

T3; :::; TN are secondary subcycles, which are iid random

variables with the mean value E½T 0 �.

E½T2� ¼ E½T3� ¼ � � � ¼ E½TN � ¼ E½T 0 �; ð36Þ

Tsf ¼ E½T1� þ ðN � 1ÞE½T 0 � þ E½Trem� þ Tcritical;N� 1:

ð37Þ

4.1 Primary subcycle T1

Primary subcycle T1 is made up of sleep, wake-up and busy

periods given by E½T1� ¼ E½Tsleep1 � þ Twake�up þ E½Tbusy1 �.

Figure 4. A sleep period.

Figure 5. A typical subcycle.
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E½Tsleep1 � ¼ E½TW1 þ TW2 þ � � � þ TWV �:

We need to first compute the distribution of V, the number

of successive vacations. It is observed that the event V � i is

equivalent to the event of no arrivals during
Pi�1

k¼1 TWk.

Since we assume Poisson arrivals with rate k,

PðV � iÞ ¼ expð�k
Pi�1

k¼1

TWkÞ. Denoting by LkðsÞ := E[exp(-

sTWk)], the Laplace–Stieltjes transform (LST) of TWk, we

have PðV � iÞ ¼
Qi�1

k¼1 LkðkÞ and we have from [14]:

E½Tsleep1 � ¼
X1

i¼1

E½TWi�
Yi�1

k¼1

LkðkÞ: ð38Þ

The first sleep period for the primary subcycle is given by

E½TW1
� ¼ Tcritical þ E½Trem� þ Teap ð39Þ

for nodes with priorities 0–6 and

E½TW1
� ¼ Tcritical þ E½Trem� þ TW ð40Þ

for nodes with priority 7. The subsequent sleep periods of

primary subcycle is given by

E½TWi
� ¼ TW ; i ¼ 2; 3; ::: ð41Þ

The mean sleep time for the primary subcycle of UP0–UP6

is then obtained as

E½Tsleep1 � ¼ ðTcritical þ E½Trem� þ TeapÞþ

e�ðTcriticalþE½Trem�þTeapÞkTW
1

1� e�TWk
:

ð42Þ

The busy period when packets are transmitted during the

primary cycle is given by

E½Tbusy1 � ¼
q

1� q
ðE½Tsleep1 � þ Twake�upÞ; ð43Þ

where q ¼ kE½Sk� and E½Sk� is the mean service time of a

packet obtained in section 3.

4.2 Secondary subcycles T2; T3; . . .; TN

The secondary subcycles are also made up of sleep, wakeup

and busy periods:

E½T 0 � ¼ E½Tsleep2 � þ Twake�up þ E½Tbusy2 �: ð44Þ

Similar to the primary subcycle

E½Tsleep2 � ¼
X1

i¼1

E½TWi�
Yi�1

k¼1

LkðkÞ: ð45Þ

However, the secondary subcycles have the same fixed

sleep period TW , including the first sleep period.

E½TWi� ¼ TW ; i ¼ 1; 2; ::: ð46Þ

The mean sleep time of the secondary subcycle is then

obtained as

E½Tsleep2 � ¼ TW þ TWe
�TWk 1

1� e�TWk
: ð47Þ

The busy period of the secondary subcycle is given by

E½Tbusy2 � ¼
q

1� q
ðE½Tsleep2 � þ Twake�upÞ: ð48Þ

4.3 Lifetime calculation of nodes with priorities

0–7

Lifetime determination of nodes entails the calculation of

several parameters, which are defined in table 2. We

assume the system to be ergodic and the mean values are

obtained as long-term averages values. The long-term time

averages of Trem, Nsc, Nv1, Nv2, TonIdle1 , TonActive1 , TonIdle2 ,

TonActive2 and Nframes are found out using an iterative algo-

rithm (see Algorithm 1). During each iteration, the values

of these parameters are updated. Nv1 and Nv2 are necessary

to find the energy consumed in the sleep–wakeup transi-

tions. They are found out as in [14]:

Nv1 ¼ 1þ e�Stimek

1� e�TWk
ð49Þ

Nv2 ¼ 1þ e�TWk

1� e�TWk
ð50Þ

where Stime stands for mean first sleep period of the primary

subcycle. It is defined as

Stime ¼ Tcritical þ E½Trem� þ Teap; k ¼ 0; . . .; 6

¼ Tcritical þ E½Trem� þ TW ; k ¼ 7
ð51Þ

TonIdle1 ¼
Nq1

1� q
psE½Bk;S� þ pdE½Bk;D�
� �

ð52Þ

TonIdle2 ¼
Nq2

1� q
psE½Bk;S� þ pdE½Bk;D�
� �

ð53Þ

TonActive1 ¼
Nq1

1� q
psðE½Ck;S� þ TsÞ þ pdE½Ck;D�
� �

ð54Þ

TonActive2 ¼
Nq2

1� q
psðE½Ck;S� þ TsÞ þ pdE½Ck;D�
� �

ð55Þ

where Nq1 and Nq2 are given by

Nq1 ¼ kðTsleep1 þ Twake�upÞ ð56Þ

Nq2 ¼ kðTsleep2 þ Twake�upÞ: ð57Þ
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TsleepCurrent is a parameter used within the algorithm to

find out the number of superframes a node sleeps conti-

nously. The algorithm converges when the updated value of

Trem during successive iterations becomes invariant. During

each iteration Trem is computed as follows:

Trem ¼ modððNframesTsf � TsleepCurrent � Twake�up

� TonIdle1 � TonActive1 � TcriticalÞ; ðTsleep2 þ Twake�up

þ TonIdle2 þ TonActive2ÞÞ:

ð58Þ

Nsc is also updated in each loop using the expression given

below.

Nsc ¼ ððNframesTsf � TsleepCurrent � Twakeup

� TonIdle1 � TonActive1 � TcriticalÞ � TremÞ=ðTsleep2
þ Twakeup þ TonIdle2 þ TonActive2Þ:

ð59Þ

If sleep time ends within the EAP period, the sleep time

gets extended to the end of EAP period. The transmission in

the primary subcycle then starts at the beginning of the

RAP period. On the other hand, if the sleep ends inside the

RAP period, we see whether the transmission can complete

within the current RAP period. If not, the sleep period gets

extended to the end of the EAP period of the next super-

frame, and busy period of the primary subcycle starts when

it wakes up. We then find out Trem and Nsc. We update the

Table 2. Parameters used in the algorithm.

Stime Mean first sleep period of the primary subcycle

Stime1 First sleep period of primary subcycle excluding Trem
Tsleep1 Total sleep time for the primary subcycle

Tsleep2 Total sleep time for a secondary subcycle

Nv1 Mean number of sleep periods in the primary

subcycle with fixed duration (TW )

Nv2 Mean number of sleep periods in a secondary

subcycle

Nq1 Mean number of packets arriving during sleep time

and wake-up time of primary subcycle

Nq2 Mean number of packets arriving during the sleep

and wake-up time of secondary subcycles

TonIdle1 Mean backoff time during the busy period of primary

subcycle

TonActive1 Mean transmission time during the busy period of

primary subcycle

TonIdle2 Mean backoff time during the busy period of

secondary subcycle

TonActive2 Mean transmission time during the busy period of

secondary subcycle

TsleepCurrent Time slept in the current superframe during the

primary subcycle

Nsc Number of secondary subcycles

Nframes Mean number of consecutive superframes through

which it sleeps ? 1

TremPrev Mean value of Trem in the previous iteration
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values of the total sleep time of the primary subcycle and

the cycle repeats. The same procedure is valid for priority-7

nodes except that checking of packets starts in the EAP

period. Consequently Teap is made zero; e is taken as

0.000001.

4.4 Energy consumption by nodes

Esleep1 ¼ ðTeapðNframesÞ þ ððTsf � TeapÞ
ðNframes � 1Þ

TW
þ

ðNv1 � 1ÞÞðTW � ThÞ þ Trem þ TcriticalÞPsleep;

ð60Þ

Elisten11 ¼ ððTsf � TeapÞðNframes � 1ÞðTsleepRx=TWÞþ

ðNv1 � 1ÞTsleepRxÞPsleepRx;

ð61Þ

Elisten12 ¼ ððTsf � TeapÞðNframes � 1ÞðTrxSleep=TWÞþ

ðNv1 � 1ÞTrxSleepÞPrxSleep:

ð62Þ

Elisten1 is the total energy consumed while checking the

presence of packets in buffer in primary subcycle (table 3).

Hence

Elisten1 ¼ Elisten11 þ Elisten12; ð63Þ

Eidle1 ¼ ðTonIdle1ÞPidle; ð64Þ

Eactive1 ¼ ðTactive1ÞPactive: ð65Þ

Total energy consumed by the node during primary

subcycle:

Etot1 ¼ ðEsleep1 þ Elisten1 þ Eidle1 þ Eactive1Þ: ð66Þ

Similarly for the secondary subcycles

Esleep2 ¼ NscðTsleep2 � ðNv2 � 1ÞThÞPsleep; ð67Þ

Elisten2 ¼ NscððNv2 � 1ÞðTsleepRxPsleepRx

þ TrxSleepPrxSleepÞ þ TsleepRxPsleepRxÞ;
ð68Þ

Eidle2 ¼ ðTonIdle2ÞPidle; ð69Þ

Eactive2 ¼ ðTactive2ÞPactive: ð70Þ

Total energy consumed by the node during secondary

subcycles:

Etot2 ¼ ðEsleep2 þ Elisten2 þ Eidle2 þ Eactive2Þ: ð71Þ

Lifetime of a node (in days) is then calculated as follows:

Lifetime ¼ Eb� Nframes � Tsf

ðEtot1 þ Etot2Þ � 60� 60� 24
: ð72Þ

4.5 Mean packet delay

The mean delay for packets transmitted during the primary

and secondary subcycles are computed using equations in

[14]. In using those equations in [14], we first derived

corresponding entities in our model, the details of which are

skipped.

Thus, we get the mean delay for a packet transmitted in

the primary subcycle follows:

D1 ¼
k
2

1
k � E½Sk�

ðStime þ TwakeupÞ þ e�StimekTW
eTWk

eTWk � 1

� S2time þ
T2
We

�Stimek

1� e�TWk

� �

þ

Twakeup

Stime þ
Twake�up

2

� �

þ e�StimekTW
eTWk

eTWk � 1

ðStime þ Twake�upÞ þ e�StimekTW
eTWk

eTWk � 1

þ q
S2time þ

T2
We

�Stimek

1� e�TWk

� �

2 ðStime þ Twake�upÞ þ e�StimekTW
eTWk

eTWk � 1

� �

þ E½Sk� þ
kE½S2k �
2ð1� qÞ :

ð73Þ

Similarly, mean packet delay for secondary subcycle is

obtained as follows:

D2 ¼
k
2

1
k � E½Sk�

ðTW þ TwakeupÞ þ e�TWkTW
eTWk

eTWk � 1

T2
W

1� e�TWk

� �

þ Twakeup

TW þ Twakeup

2
þ e�TWkTW

eTWk

eTWk � 1

ðTW þ TwakeupÞ þ e�ThkTW
eTWk

eTWk � 1

þ

q T2
W

1�e�TW kÞ

2 TW þ Twakeup þ e�TWkTW
eTW k

eTW k�1

	 
þ

E½Sk� þ
kE½S2k �
2ð1� qÞ :

ð74Þ

Finally, mean packet delay averaged over both primary and

secondary subcycles is obtained as follows:
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Davg ¼
N

0
1D1 þ NscN

0
2D2

N
0
1 þ NscN

0
2

ð75Þ

where N
0
1 is the mean number of packets arriving during the

sleep and busy time of the primary subcycle and N
0
2 is the

mean number of packets arriving during the sleep and busy

time of the secondary subcycle.

5. Simulation results

The analytical results are validated via simulation studies

using the Castalia simulator. Variations in the results are

then explained. The results reported are for a WBAN with

16 nodes and Poisson packet arrival process at each node

with rate k that has values as specified in table 4.

The nodes are given user UPs ranging from 7 to 0, where

7 denotes the highest UP and 0 the lowest UP. Each priority

is associated with a characteristic contention window range

shown in table 5.

Apart from the 16 nodes used, there is also a hub whose

function is to collect information transmitted by the nodes.

The nodes are placed on different parts of the body. The

hub is assumed to be awake all the time. Hub can have

energy that can be replenished without much difficulty.

IEEE 802.15.6 specifies three different physical (PHY)

layers, namely narrow band (NB), ultra-wide band (UWB)

and human body communications (HBC). For this study,

the NB PHY is considered, specifically, ISM 2.4 GHz.

The model CM3 A, for WBAN, is taken as the channel

model. The path loss is given by

PLðdÞ ¼ PLðd0Þ þ 10g log
d

d0
þ Xsd ð76Þ

where d is the distance between a node and the hub in

metres. PLðd0Þ is known path loss at a reference distance

d0, g is path loss coefficient and Xsd is a Gaussian random

variable, with zero mean and standard deviation equal to sd.

The values for different parameters of the path loss model

are given in table 6. The modulation scheme used in the

transceiver is DQPSK with noise floor equal to �87 dBm.

The buffer size for the packets is 1000 byte, which means it

can hold at the most 10 packets at any given time.

Table 3. Parameters used for energy calculation.

PrxSleep

Power consumed while changing from receive to sleep

state

PsleepRx Power consumed while changing from sleep to receive

state

Pidle Power consumed during backoff/receive state

Pactive Power consumed during transmit state

TsleepRx Transition time from sleep to receive state

TrxSleep Transition time from receive to sleep state

Th TsleepRx ? TrxSleep
Esleep1 Energy spent during sleep for primary subcycle

Elisten11 Energy spent for sleep-to-receive transitions for

primary subcycle

Elisten12 Energy spent for receive-to-sleep transitions for

primary subcycle

Eidle1 Energy spent on idle listening during backoffs for

primary subcycle

Eactive1 Energy spent on transmissions for primary subcycle

Esleep2 Energy spent on sleep by the node for secondary

subcycles

Elisten2 Energy spent on wake-up’s for secondary subcycle

Eidle2 Energy spent on idle listening during backoffs for

secondary subcycle

Eactive2 Energy spent on transmissions for secondary subcycle

Table 4. Nodes and their parameters.

UP Node NN PR PS

0 ECG 1 2p/s 100B

0 EEG 1 2p/s 100B

1 ECG 1 2p/s 100B

1 Blood pressure 1 2p/s 100B

2 EEG 1 2p/s 100B

2 EEG 1 2p/s 100B

3 Glucose 1 1p/s 100B

3 Oxygen saturation 1 1p/s 100B

4 EMG 1 1p/s 100B

4 EMG 1 1p/s 100B

5 Temperature 1 1p/s 100B

5 Respiration rate 1 1p/s 100B

6 ECG 1 0.25p/s 100B

6 ECG 1 0.25p/s 100B

7 ECG 1 0.5p/s 100B

7 ECG 1 0.5p/s 100B

UP: user priority, NN: number of nodes, PR: packet rate, PS: payload size

(byte).

Table 5. WBAN traffic and priorities.

UP CWmin CWmax Traffic

0 16 64 Background

1 16 32 Best effort

2 8 32 Excellent

3 8 16 Video

4 4 16 Voice

5 4 8 Medical data

6 2 8 High-priority medical data

7 1 4 Emergency report

Table 6. Path loss parameters.

d0 1.0 m

PLðd0Þ 55 dBm

g 2.4

sd 4 dB
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Simulation parameters chosen for the study are as shown

in table 7 and the parameters assumed for the transceiver

are listed in table 8.

The focus of the simulation studies is to find the per-

formance of the network with respect to lifetimes and

latencies and to compare it with the analytical results. For

most WBAN applications, emergency nodes generate

information occasionally, which in turn justifies a small

EAP fraction compared with RAP. Increasing the EAP time

interval in a superframe will only serve to increase the

average delay of the lower priority nodes.

Latency of a packet is the time from the moment it

arrives at the node’s input buffer to the time when it is

successfully received at the hub. Lifetime of a node is

determined by finding the energy spent on a superframe,

and then finding the number of superframes it can live

through for a given battery capacity.

The simulation study is conducted by assigning different

fixed values for the time interval, Tw, during which a node

sleeps before examination of the presence of packets. The

sleep intervals used are 16, 32 and 64 CSMA slots.

Figures 6 and 7 show the lifetimes of nodes for EAP=TSF
equal to 0.1 and 0.3, respectively. The figures show fairly

good match between analytical and simulation values. In

each case, it can be seen that the lifetimes are fairly same

for nodes of all priorities for a particular Tw except for the

highest-priority nodes, which have slightly lesser values.

This is understandable, since highest-priority nodes can be

active in the EAP periods, while nodes with other priorities

sleep during this period and sleep times in the RAP period

do not differ much because of the low arrival rate of data

packets. Lifetimes show good increase as Tw increases. The

nodes can sleep for longer times with lesser number of

wake-ups as Tw increases. In fact increasing TW has a

greater effect on the lifetimes of nodes compared with an

increase in EAP=TSF ratio. The latencies of nodes also show

Table 7. Simulation parameters.

CSMA slot 125 ls
Tcritical 1 ms

Application payload per packet 100 byte

Allocation slot length 1 ms

Superframe length 150 ms

Battery capacity 560 mAh

Table 8. Transceiver characteristics.

Tx–Rx , Rx–Tx (transition time) 0.02 ms

Rx–Sleep, Tx–sleep (transition time) 0.194 ms

Sleep–Rx, sleep–Tx (transition time) 0.05 ms

Transmit power level -10 dBm

Tx ( power consumed) 3 mW

Rx (power consumed) 3.1 mW

Tx–Rx, Rx–Tx (power consumed) 3 mW

Sleep–Rx, sleep–Tx (power consumed) 1.5 mW

Rx–sleep, TX–sleep (power consumed) 1.5 mW

Sleep power level 0.05 mW
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Figure 6. Lifetime of UP0–UP7 nodes for EAP=TSF = 0.1; A:=

analytical, S:= simulation.
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Figure 7. Lifetime of UP0–UP7 nodes for EAP=TSF = 0.3; A:=

analytical, S:= simulation.
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Figure 8. Latencies of UP0–UP7 nodes for EAP=TSF = 0.1; A:=

analytical, S:= simulation.
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Figure 9. Lifetime of UP0–UP7 nodes for EAP=TSF ¼ 0:1 and

TW = EAP.
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a fairly good match between analytical and simulation

values (see figure 8).

It would be worthwhile to see the behaviour of nodes with

respect to lifetimes and latencies when TW is set to EAP

(figure 9). The lifetimes of nodes hover around the 300 days

mark when EAP=TSF becomes 0.3 as shown in figure 10.

The latencies increase with EAP=TSF , but values are

comparable, irrespective of the priorities. Obviously, as TW
increases, the latencies increase (figures 11 and 12).

It can be deduced, from the results of simulation and

analytical studies performed for finding out the latencies

and lifetimes of nodes, that TW can be used as a parameter

to control the lifetimes/latencies of devices according to our

requirements for a given EAP=TSF ratio. Furthermore,

EAP=TSF itself can be used as a measure to fine-tune our

latency and lifetime requirements.

The net result boils down to the question of determining

which parameter is more important for a particular WBAN

application and choosing the appropriate sleep mechanism

and parameters.

6. Conclusion

The simulation studies show that the analytical results for

latencies and lifetimes match with simulation results to a

good extent for EAP=TSF values chosen, thereby validating

the analytical model. The interrupted sleeping model pro-

duces a low latency value for nodes of all priorities. TW can

be used as a parameter to control the lifetimes and latencies

of nodes according to the requirements of the applications.

At the same time, nodes sleeping during the absence of

packets in the transmit buffer help increase the lifetimes of

devices.
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TW = EAP.
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Figure 11. Latencies of UP0–UP7 nodes for EAP=TSF = 0.1 and

TW = EAP.
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Figure 12. Latencies of UP0–UP7 nodes for EAP=TSF = 0.3 and

TW = EAP.
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